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INTRODUCTION: 
Generally, many feel lost and struggle to find the emotional resiliency to meet the expectations of academic 
excellence. This age of economic instability, pandemics, and artificial intelligence compound the confusion, 
panic, and isolation experienced by many students. Even in the best of times, they often believe that they are 
not worthy enough nor smart enough to pursue their academic journey and consequently engage in self-
sabotaging behaviour and give up. Therefore, identifying one’s life purpose, developing an organized planning 
regimen, setting goals, and embracing the power of an abundant mindset, are more critical than ever. It is 
imperative that students commit to operating on principles based on external, fixed and natural laws, as opposed 
to values, grounded in internal and subjective beliefs and opinions about academic preparation. Since higher 
education in the 21st century is an incredibly diverse industry with students from a wide range of ages and 
socio-economic backgrounds, there is much confusion about identifying a particular area of study and desired 
career path. Researching institutions of higher learning and studying subjects that sharpen the mind   are 
essential in this age, when the only thing that anyone can count is that no one can count on anything. 
Testing the economy of college courses through research and paid, work-related experiences are mandatory in 
determining the viability, sustainability, and marketability of a chosen career path, especially now when 
industries are born and then become extinct within a decade or less through automation and artificial 
intelligence 
Introducing principles, axioms, mindful strategies, and inspirational quotes from legendary self-help authors, 
educational experts and industry specialists are some of the methods employed throughout this book to 
encourage mental resiliency and positivity for students and the academic community. While the external world 
reels in economic chaos as businesses fold, lives are lost in the pandemic, and industries fold under the thumb 
of artificial intelligence, people can take control of their natural tendency to think negatively by engaging in 
mindful self-talk and envisioning the attainment of higher education. Since money is a major consideration and 
source of stress in educational planning, this work explores the funding, strategies and methods to tap into 
traditional and non-traditional sources of funding. Mature students and Individuals who grew up in foster care 
or served time in the penal system can engage in mindful exercises, seek mentors, explore scholarships and 
support networks discussed throughout this work. Jothi Perkasie, MIT professor and Chief Data Operator at 
Expiry says that students should master robotics, business management and recognize there will always be a 
need for people to conduct business and collaborate. 
 

To adapt to the new paradigm shift in education is to not only develop the right mindset strategies and 
strategic planning, and goal setting, it is essential to prepare and explore through targeted research how 
to navigate the technological future of tomorrow that is occurring today to meet the challenges to 
create the tenacity and resiliency in this brave, new technological environment 
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